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Abstract—In mathematics education, studies reveal difficulties in the teach-
ing-learning of trigonometry in secondary and higher education, due to the fact 
that students are not encouraged to achieve a deep conceptual understanding of 
abstract concepts. Several studies demonstrate that incorporating digital tech-
nologies has a positive impact on students’ learning. However, most of the ex-
isting technologies do not consider the use of the body and multiple senses. 
Tangible User Interfaces (TUIs) in contrast, can host bodily interactions that 
have the potential of enhancing learning. Nonetheless, there is a lack of applica-
tions of TUIs for trigonometry education. This study consisted of designing and 
validating a tangible interface for the teaching-learning of basic concepts of 
trigonometry. The interface hosts a pedagogical experience that privileges ex-
ploration through physical manipulation and fosters intuitive and collaborative 
learning. A Pre-Test was applied to 121 students to determine previous 
knowledge, yielding a 29.1% performance. After two sessions using the inter-
face, the results of a Post-Test reveal an increase of 37.1%, confirming the edu-
cational effectiveness of the interface and the pedagogical experience to facili-
tate learning of basic concepts of trigonometry. 

Keywords—design, collaborative learning, Tangible User Interfaces, interac-
tion, trigonometry 

1 Introduction 

Trigonometry is a fundamental requirement for the study and practice of both ad-
vanced mathematics and science. In physics, for instance, periodic trigonometric 
functions enable the investigation of real-world phenomena [1]. In project-based dis-
ciplines such as Design, Engineering, and Architecture, trigonometry is used to design 
a wide range of structures, such as bridges, furniture, and bicycles. From a cognitive 
standpoint, trigonometry is fertile in connecting algebraic, geometric, and graphic 
reasoning [2]. But despite its relevance, learning and understanding trigonometry has 
proven to be challenging. Research shows that in secondary and higher-level educa-
tion, trigonometry remains a difficult subject for both students and teachers [2–4]. To 
some extent, the flaws in trigonometry comprehension stem from traditional teaching 
practices inspired by behaviorism, where students are subjected to repetitive proce-
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dures and cyclical evaluations [5]. This approach does not usually stimulate creativity 
or incorporate the premise that human beings add meanings to the thought process 
[6]. In consequence, students resort to memorization when facing trigonometric prob-
lems [7], excluding in-depth conceptual understanding and the ability to comprehend 
the same concept represented in different ways [2].  

Constructivism, in contrast, states that students learn by constructing something 
with their prior knowledge [8] in combination with newly input information to pro-
duce significant learning [9]. In this approach, students are challenged with a problem 
and encouraged to work on their own to solve it, thus promoting higher levels of 
thinking. Constructivism in education has gained traction in the last twenty years, 
involving the incorporation of new, more participatory methodologies and technolo-
gies into the classroom. In mathematics education, traditional teaching methods and 
classroom settings have been disrupted by the integration of Information and Com-
munication Technologies (ICTs), particularly by the integration of Dynamic Mathe-
matical Software as learning tools. 

One of the most widely used tools is Geogebra, which features simultaneous geo-
metric, synthetic, algebraic, and analytic representations of a mathematical object 
[10]. These objects can be explored interactively, enabling students to acquire com-
prehensive knowledge of a mathematical concept [11]. Geogebra supports an intuitive 
“learning by doing” approach [12], ultimately making the learning process more en-
gaging [13]. Nevertheless, software-based tools such as Geogebra are usually con-
strained to single-user operation where the physical interaction is reduced to individu-
al use of a mouse, not taking into consideration that human beings are able to learn 
collaboratively through the use of their bodies.  

The theory of Embodied Cognition states that human beings internalize abstract 
concepts in concrete terms using ideas and modes of reasoning based on the sen-
sorimotor system, making conceptual understanding crucially dependent on the nature 
of bodies and the physical environment in which they function [14, 15]. In contrast to 
purely digital tools, Tangible User interfaces (TUIs) enable bodily experiences that 
promote Embodied Cognition principles. By providing physical, manipulative inputs 
to control interactive systems, TUIs benefit from the haptic resources that we develop 
when manipulating everyday objects [16]. Although TUIs have gained popularity in 
education–especially in primary education–, in the teaching-learning of trigonometry 
there is an unexplored potential in the use of tangibility to enable a more profound 
understanding of abstract mathematical concepts. This gap presents an interesting 
opportunity to build upon the advantages of ICTs and at the same time, harvest the 
benefits of Embodied Cognition to learn trigonometry.  

In this article, we present the learning assessment results of the design of a collabo-
rative pedagogical experience and a TUI to facilitate the learning of basic concepts of 
trigonometry. By enabling exploration of abstract mathematical concepts through 
physical elements, the experience builds on embodied cognition to produce significa-
tive learning. Both the physical attributes of the interface and the progression of the 
pedagogical experience enable novices to integrate knowledge smoothly and intuitive-
ly, using multiple senses, and encouraging collaborative learning through social inter-
action. 
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2 Tangible User Interfaces and Embodied Cognition 

TUIs are human-computer interfaces that give physical form to digital elements, 
enabling the user to directly manipulate digital information with their hands [17]. The 
first approaches to TUIs emerged at the end of the nineties, thanks to the seminal 
work of Iroshi Ishii and Brigg Ullmer in the Tangible Media Group of MIT. Since 
then, TUIs have become more accessible and its fields of application have diversified 
into both the public and private sphere: kiosks in science museums, pieces of interac-
tive art, collaborative tables in workspaces, and more recently in wearable interfaces.  

A body of literature reflects on the multiple benefits offered by TUIs for education 
[18, 19], supported by the notion that hands-on activities and direct manipulation is 
beneficial for learning [20]. Additionally, TUIs can support synchronous co-located 
collaboration, which enables opportunities for both individual and collective discov-
ery [21]. Moreover, TUIs influence the thought processes by fostering exploratory 
and playful behaviors that enable users to formulate hypotheses and rapidly evaluate 
diverse alternatives [18, 22, 23]. 

The embodied approach of TUIs to learning draws upon from principles of the 
Embodied Cognition theory, which states that the way in which we internalize new 
abstract concepts is by resorting to the knowledge we have acquired through corporal 
experiences since childhood [15]. Conceptual understanding is achieved through a 
mechanism called Conceptual Metaphors, that consists of a transfer–or mapping–of a 
source concept to a target concept. The source concepts are often concrete and have 
some kind of “body base”, while the target concepts are often abstract and cannot be 
directly experienced [6, 23–25]. Due to their manipulative nature, TUIs have the po-
tential of concretizing abstract mathematical concepts by engaging users’ transference 
of conceptual metaphors. 

3 Opportunity and Research Proposal 

This study was conducted at Universidad del Desarrollo, Chile, and involved a col-
laboration between the Design School and the Engineering School. One of the starting 
points of the study were the results of the Diagnostic Test that is applied to first-year 
Engineering students at the beginning of their first semester. For several years, results 
have shown that trigonometry is a subject that presents comparative deficiencies. In 
the 2017 Diagnostic Test, trigonometry presented the lowest performances (14% and 
17%) within all the addressed subjects (mean performance of 28%). These results 
encouraged the research team to inquire about the recurrence of these difficulties in 
other careers. At the Design School, for instance, there is no formal instruction on 
trigonometry (or any mathematics) during their course studies. It could then be as-
sumed that their background knowledge of trigonometry would be similarly low. 
Since there’s no diagnostic test in the Design School curriculum, the low performance 
hypothesis needed further assessment. Including students from both schools offered 
an interesting group of subjects for the study: On one hand we had Engineering stu-
dents that would be exposed to formal instruction in trigonometry but presented a low 
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performance at the beginning of their studies; On the other hand we had Design stu-
dents that would apply trigonometry concepts intuitively in their practice but without 
having an actual course dedicated to mathematics instruction.  

Taking into account that the literature evidences that the incorporation of ICTs into 
the classroom and the use of Dynamic Mathematics Software for mathematics educa-
tion is beneficial for learning [10, 12, 13, 27], there’s a limited application of TUIs in 
more abstract domains such as trigonometry [28]. These findings led to consider an 
intervention in the learning process of undergraduate students, where the influence of 
a TUI could be beneficial to facilitate learning of trigonometry. As a starting point for 
our research, we elaborated on the following research questions: How can we learn 
trigonometry in a more intuitive and approachable way? Can a TUI facilitate the 
learning of basic concepts of trigonometry? 

This study consisted of designing and validating a TUI for the teaching-learning of 
basic concepts of trigonometry. The interface hosts a pedagogical experience that 
privileges exploration, the use of intuition, and fosters collaborative learning. In this 
article, we report about the resulting design of the interface and the learning assess-
ment of students exposed to its use.  

4 Application of a TUI for Trigonometry Learning 

4.1 Description of the interface 

The proposed design is a TUI that acts as a mediator during a pedagogical experi-
ence. An instructor, along with a group of students, use the interface to explore di-
verse trigonometry concepts. As seen in Figure 1, the interface features tangible con-
trollers to control digital elements on a graphical user interface (GUI) displayed on an 
LCD screen. The controllers are operated using several gestures (sliding, pressing, 
rotating) and are distributed into two zones with distinct purposes. The instructor 
stands on the upper side of the screen, where a series of controls enable him to navi-
gate through the content, toggle the visualization of information, and turn sound on 
and off; Students stand on the lower end of the screen, where they can manipulate 
elements and parameters of the GUI and navigate through different sections of the 
sequence.  

The Unit Circle was chosen as the model that sustains the exploration and learning 
of trigonometric concepts with the interface. The Unit Circle is a mathematical model 
where trigonometric functions are plotted based on a circle with radius one, centered 
at the origin (0,0) in a cartesian plane. It is widely used in trigonometry [29] because 
it simplifies the calculation of sine and cosine based on an angle and helps to better 
understand periodic functions [30]. The interface features a rotational control that we 
call “Rotary Wheel”, a thirty-two-centimeter ring that can be turned in 360 degrees. 
Rotation changes the angle values of the unit circle on screen, consequently modify-
ing trigonometric values (e.g., value of cosine). Additional relevant information is 
also graphed on screen: sine and cosine values, the current angle, the cartesian plane, 
the sine and cosine waves, and textual and numerical values. 
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The interface considers the learning benefits of integrating multiple peripheral 
senses (vision, touch, and sound) as a teaching-learning strategy [31]. Sound has two 
roles: First, to highlight relevant information. For instance, when a special angle (0, 
30, 45, 60 or 90 degrees, etc.) is reached by turning the Rotary Wheel a beep sound is 
triggered, indicating the user that there’s something about that value that is worth 
exploring and analyzing; The second role is to represent trigonometric concepts as 
sound (e.g., sine waves represented as a variable tone to understand frequency). 

 
Fig. 1. Users manipulating the interface  

4.2 Pedagogical experience with the interface 

Five thematic modules were defined based on literature review and the previous 
experience of Engineering professors. The modules privilege the most introductory 
subjects to gain a basic understanding of how trigonometry works, focusing on the 
cartesian plane, the unit circle, sine and cosine, and the periodical nature of trigonom-
etry. The five modules included:  

• Module 1: Cartesian plane and polar coordinates 
• Module 2: Sine values based on an angle 
• Module 3: Cosine values based on an angle 
• Module 4: Periodic functions and sine waves 
• Module 5: Special angles and trigonometric identities 

The pedagogical experience consists of a group of students and an instructor who 
interact with the interface during thirty-minute-long learning sessions. The instructor–
or “Facilitator”–guides students through the session, raising a series of questions 
about different concepts of trigonometry. These questions initiate the exploration 
through the manipulation of the interface and spark discussions within the group of 
participants (Figure 2). The progression of the experience is supported by a script 
structured in twelve sequential “scenes”, each one including its own visual representa-
tion and corresponding activity. The script follows a constructivist approach, building 
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up from the simplest to the most complex, scaffolding on the previous scenes to intro-
duce new concepts through specific interactions. For instance, the first scene intro-
duces the value of sine (represented by a red bar) on the Y axis of a cartesian plane. 
The length of the bar changes in response to the rotation of the Rotary Wheel. The 
second scene introduces the X axis along with cosine (represented by a blue bar) 
whose length is also modified using the Rotary Wheel. In the third scene, both axes 
and bars can be seen working together, providing the first approaches to the relation-
ship between sine and cosine. 

A very important aspect of the experience is that it uses a non-technical approach 
to the understanding of concepts. For instance, in the first quarter of the session the 
terms “sine” and “cosine” are intentionally replaced by “red bar” and “blue bar” until 
there is an understanding of how they work and where they come from before intro-
ducing the actual terms. In this way the experience enables participants to internalize 
the meaning of concepts before associating them with their name, facilitating students 
to incorporate the new knowledge with less resistance. This strategy bypasses the 
imprecise preconceptions that students might have about the concepts, which can 
distort or even prevent the acquisition of new knowledge [8].  

The script encourages students to have clear spaces to err, experiment, explore and 
collaborate. It also provides guidance for the Facilitator in respect to the moment in 
which to ask the participants for specific interactions, what questions to ask, and de-
termining the milestones that require an assessment of the understanding level. The 
underlying idea behind the script is that students are challenged with an open question 
and encouraged to work collaboratively on their own to solve it, promoting higher 
levels of thinking [32]. 

 
Fig. 2. Students and Facilitator interacting with the interface during sessions 

5 Methodology 

To evaluate the impact on learning of the proposed interface, 121 first-year stu-
dents from the Design and Engineering schools participated in the study. Quantitative 
data was collected before and after an intervention with the interface. The intervention 
consisted in groups of students (3-6 per group) interacting with the interface. Each 
session lasted about 30 minutes and each student participated in two sessions during 
one academic year (ten months).  
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A Pre-Test was applied at the beginning of the study (3rd month) to measure their 
initial knowledge, and a Post-Test was applied after the second session with the inter-
face (7th month). Both tests were identical and included 12 questions, where each one 
was worth 1 point. The scope of the tests was limited to the basic conceptual 
knowledge (as defined in the Modules) and did not cover the application of trigonom-
etry (i.e., problem-solving).  

The Pre-Test was taken by 121 students, 66 from the Design School and 56 from 
the Engineering School. From that group, 24 students (10 from the Design School, 
and 14 from the Engineering School) participated as the Experimental Group. These 
students participated in the two sessions with the interface and took the Post-Test after 
the second session. A Control Group of 16 students from the Design School took both 
the Pre-Test and Post-Test without participating in any session with the interface and 
without receiving formal instruction (see Figure 3).  

During the regular course of the academic year, Engineering students received 
trigonometry instruction in their Geometry course as defined in their curriculum. 
Design students did not receive any trigonometry instruction.  

 
Fig. 3. User-testing and learning assessment activities for each group considered in the study 

6 Results 

6.1 Pre-test results 

Results of the Pre-Test were low: as seen in Table 1, of a maximum of 12 total 
points, in Engineering the mean score was 4.35 points (36% yield), and in Design of 
2.44 points (20% yield). Although the overall performance in Design was lower than 
in Engineering, when analyzing the results by thematic Module and by question, the 
trends were very similar in both careers, showing that the difficulties were coincident 
and that the level of understanding of basic concepts of trigonometry was transversal-
ly low (Figure 4). 

Table 1.  Mean scores and performance obtained by Design and Engineering students in the 
Pre-Test 

Career Mean Score (12 points max.) Performance 
Design (n=65) 2.44 20 % 
Engineering (n=54) 4.35 36 % 
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Fig. 4.  Pre-Test results by Thematic module (left) and by question (right). As observed, the 

performance curves are similar in both careers. 

6.2 Comparative results 

When comparing the results of the Pre and Post-Test, a significant improvement 
was observed in the Experimental Group (statistically confirmed by a two-sample t-
test and a paired sample t-test). Figure 5 shows that in Design, the mean increase was 
of 5.0 points, and in Engineering 3.9 (4.46 points when considering both careers). It is 
noteworthy that even though Engineering students were exposed to additional formal 
instruction in trigonometry during the lapse of this study (as opposed to Design stu-
dents) their score improvement was comparatively lower than the score improvement 
of Design students. Further studies are needed to assess with greater detail the influ-
ence of the interface in the case of students receiving additional trigonometry instruc-
tion, but the current analysis supports that using the interface had an impact on stu-
dents’ performance overall. 

 
Fig. 5. Comparison of Pre-Test and Post-Test results in the Experimental Group 

Table 2 shows the comparative performance per question in the Pre-Test and Post-
Test for the Experimental Group as a whole. After going through the experience with 
the interface, performance increased from 34.4% to 71.6%, yielding a differential of 
+37.1%, which indicates that the experience positively impacted learning. 
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Table 2.  Performance per question on the Pre-Test and Post-Test, including both schools  

Question Pre-Test performance (%) Post-Test performance (%) Differential (%) 
1 12.5 91.4 + 78.9 
2 17.5 91.4 + 73.9 
3 39.2 96.4 + 57.3 
4 45.0 92.9 + 47.9 
5 27.5 47.1 + 19.6 
6 35.0 77.9 + 42.9 
7 62.5 77.9 + 15.4 
8 61.7 78.6 + 16.9 
9 40.0 38.6 - 1.4 

10 18.3 65.7 + 47.4 
11 30.8 70.7 + 39.9 
12 23.3 30.0 + 6.7 

Average 34.4% 71.6% + 37.1% 
 
The results of the Design students within the Experimental Group (n=10) are par-

ticularly noteworthy, showing an increase of +5.0 points, as opposed to the Control 
Group (n=16) that only increased +0.64 points (Figure 6). This difference strengthens 
the conclusion that the performance increase is mostly attributable to the interface, 
and that being exposed to the same test twice did not have a relevant impact on their 
scores. 

 
Fig. 6.  Scores obtained in Pre-Test and Post-Test by the Experimental and Control groups 
from the Design School. It can be observed that the Control Group does not show a significant 

improvement, whereas those exposed to the interface increased their score by +5.0 points. 

7 Discussion and Conclusion 

The present study was developed based on the detected potential and incipient use 
of TUIs to enhance the learning process of abstract domains [33]. Specifically, we 
focused on the difficulties evidenced in the teaching-learning of trigonometry in sec-
ondary and higher education and explored the possibilities of improving conceptual 
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understanding by interacting with a TUI. Although there are effective software-based 
tools that include trigonometric content such as Geogebra [10], they are constrained to 
single-user operation and do not incorporate collaborative learning through the use of 
tangible components.  

In the case of this study, the designed interface hosts a pedagogical experience to 
learn trigonometry that privileges bodily interactions through exploration and physical 
manipulation [22] to foster intuitive, playful [18] and collaborative learning. The 
purpose is to explore abstract mathematical concepts through tangibility–applying 
principles of the theory of embodied cognition [15]. This produces significative learn-
ing by resorting to the knowledge acquired by manipulating daily objects.  

Participants reported that using multiple senses to explore contributed to diversify 
their access routes to information during the learning experience. By observing users 
interact with the interface, we confirmed that being able to “touch and move” repre-
sentations of digital information proved to be beneficial to internalize abstract con-
cepts in concrete terms [15]. For instance, rotating the Rotary Wheel and seeing how 
that changes the angle, sine and cosine values in real-time, is one of the ways in 
which a natural gesture helps to make the abstract become concrete. The use of sound 
was particularly well received by participants, because it helped them to focus on 
relevant aspects in key moments and enabled an additional representation in an inno-
vative and unexpected way. 

The pedagogical experience was designed based on a constructivist approach, us-
ing the interface as a mean to encourage students to access and question their prior 
knowledge [8] by combining it with new information coming from the interface and 
their peers [9]. One of the key differences offered by the interface–as opposed to 
traditional teaching styles–is the freedom to err and to navigate in a non-linear way. 
The “learning by doing” approach [12, 27] encouraged experimentation and ac-
ceptance of “failure” within the participants. In addition, the continuous validation of 
acquired knowledge during the session enabled students to feel empowered to incor-
porate more complex concepts progressively.  

Students self-reported that the experience positively influenced their comprehen-
sion of trigonometry, helped them clear misconceptions, and learn collaboratively. 
The script was developed to provoke these interactions by posing a problem and en-
couraging students to work on their own to solve it, with the aim to promote higher 
levels of thinking and self-discovery. It was inspiring to observe the process of co-
creation of knowledge among participants from different disciplines when they dis-
cussed issues while manipulating the interface. They had to reflect and agree on opin-
ions, thus making the learning process more dynamic and participatory.  

The design of the pedagogical experience resulted in dynamic and fun sessions, 
which were positively evaluated by participants. The style used by the Facilitator 
played an important role: using a simple and non-technical language during the expe-
rience helped students to feel at ease with a subject that was initially perceived as 
difficult and distant. This informal atmosphere promoted the construction of meta-
phors that served to achieve an understanding of abstract concepts [34].  

The designed interface endorses the potential of TUIs as pedagogical tools to fa-
cilitate trigonometry learning. Quantitative results demonstrate that students exposed 
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to the interface effectively enhanced their understanding of basic trigonometry con-
cepts and improved their measured performance. By focusing first on the understand-
ing of the concepts instead of on the direct resolution of mathematical problems, the 
research team believes that the interface has the potential to become a useful ally for 
educators to facilitate the transition to the more abstract domains needed for advanced 
mathematics. 
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